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October 2012 
Joined my first meeting, and within 3 months learned that a call had been put out for a
new group of people to run MN Intergroup, attended the first meeting and joined as
Secretary. 

2013-2016 

MN Intergroup Secretary 

Along with 8 other ACAers, took on the role of re-building the MN Intergroup structures,
including building a website, updating contact information for MN Intergroup across the
internet, and attending several home meetings to both confirm that a home group was
active and to introduce ourselves as the face of MN Intergroup. 

2017-2020 

Elected MN Intergroup Chair, spearheading the evolution to create programs that the
Fellowship asked for. Met with Fellowship and, based on their input, created a five year
roadmap for creating Speaker series, Yellowbook Workbook program, two annual
gatherings. 

2018 Served as delegate at ABC representing MN Intergroup. 

2021-present 
ACA WSO Board of Trustees, serving as Secretary beginning 2022 and Treasurer
beginning 2024.  

Professional
Background

I am Project Manager by trade with 23 years of experience at a telecommunications
company.  My skill set is in resolving friction points, identifying improvement
opportunities, and implementing solutions that optimize processes and performance. I
have strong collaboration and group facilitation skills. I am passionate about
empowering my team and fostering a culture of innovation.

Professional Strengths:
• Identifying and pursuing multiple possibilities
• Brainstorming and creatively solving problems
• Motivating others by bringing energy and enthusiasm to any task
• Communicating or "selling" ideas and possibilities to others
• Working closely with teams

Three years ago, I was excited to start my role as a board member at large, exploring the ways
in which I could bring my professional and personal skill sets to benefit and strengthen the ACA
program. Three years later, I am still excited by the opportunities to serve the fellowship in
helping to build the program tools and resources at their direction. Every conference brings new
discussions and new opportunities to create and refine ways to bring the message to adult
children who still suffer, wherever they may be in the world. 


